Quick Crossword 43

Across
1 Fails back (4)
3 Shrewdly (8)
9 Capital of Ontario (7)
10 State indirectly (5)
11 Annulment (12)
13 Write a music score (6)
15 Small cave (6)
17 Act of reclamation (12)
20 Misplaces (5)
21 Attentive (7)
22 Male comedian (8)
23 Type of high-energy radiation (1-3)

Down
1 Tempting (8)
2 Element with atomic number 5 (5)
4 Damages (6)
5 Indifferent to (12)
6 Notable feat (7)
7 Spool-like toy (4)
8 Contagiously (12)
12 Understate (8)
14 Treachery (7)
16 Respiratory condition (6)
18 Conclude; deduce (5)
19 Musical staff sign (4)

Unscramble the letters in the shaded squares to reveal a themed word:
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